
AGENDA 

DEANS’ COUNCIL MEETING 

2:30 – 4:00 pm, October 21, 2013 

Meeting location: A-701 

 

I. Instructional Cost Analysis      David Bradley 
– Mr. Bradley distributed “Instructional Revenue/Instructional Cost – Detailed” 
where cost of faculty salaries and benefits are compared to revenues. The trend is 
great – FY13 has lowered costs and/or higher revenues across the board. Not all 
departments are in the black, but ones in the red have dropped from 7 to 3. One 
cost cutting measure has been increasing class sizes. Average class size is now 26.09 
– 4 years ago, it was 23.88. Online really helps with this. English and Urban 
Education are down in enrollment, but have still improved their cost handling. 
English – drop due to much lower developmental enrollments, not counter-balanced 
by anything else. Math developmental drop is counterbalanced by rise in computer 
science. Urban Education is being hit by lower demand for education degrees. 
Future issues for growing enrollment – higher faculty workload and limits in physical 
room size. Growth of online raises the issue of how we assure quality. Some 
programs are very high quality, such as psychology; others are very low. Provost also 
commented that we have not ever examined scheduling of classes in terms of 
current markets. Another issue is that faculty are increasingly here less and less 
time. It has implications for physical facility, logistics, as well as student engagement. 
Bradley noted that they thought temporary faculty/staff lots would be full all the 
time, but Lot B is never full – people have changed their habits. 
 

II. FY15 Planning and Budget      Ed Hugetz – 
Elaine Pearson distributed draft of Mr. Hugetz’ message to his division about unit 
planning. Also, draft of calendar distributed. Meetings start tomorrow to do budget 
look-backs in Academic and Student Affairs; Library’s is on Friday. Hugetz warned 
that there should be no expectation of new funds available next year. Reallocated 
costs are most likely source of funding for new initiatives. Working on increasing 
enrollment, including relying on improving retention. But we can’t figure on this for 
new funds, because it’s tentative. Preliminary draft plan due to Provost by 
November 20, with final plan due by December 13. Initiatives need to be tied to our 
progress card. One piece of information: starting in summer, for 1 year, this is base 



year. Not only will formula funding be done on this basis, but HEAF for many years 
will be based on it. 


